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PROGRAMME
6th symposium
of the ICTM Study Group on
Music and Dance in Southeastern Europe
15 – 21 April, 2018
Sinj, Croatia

Sunday, 15 April
10.00 – 20.00

Arrivals, registration, accommodation

20.00

Opening ceremony, moderated by Joško Ćaleta and Tvrtko Zebec,
members of the Local Arrangements Committee
Speakers:
Stipe Jukić, President of the Alka Knights Society
Kristina Križanac, Mayor of Sinj
Ines Prica, Director of the Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research
Ursula Hemetek, ICTM Secretary General
Velika Stojkova Seraﬁmovska, Chair of the Study Group
Svanibor Pettan, Chair of the Programme Committee and ICTM
Vice-President

20.30

Visit to the Museum Alka of Sinj

Monday, 16 April

9.00 – 11.00

THEME 1 – DANCE, SONGS, MUSIC AND MIGRATIONS IN,
OUT AND WITHIN SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE
Session 1: Roms and Doms
Chair: Ursula Hemetek
Introduction of the Guest of Honour by Velika Stojkova Seraﬁmovska
Carol SILVERMAN (USA) Migration, ritual, and gender: Music and
dance among Kosovo Romani refugees in Germany
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Kai Viljami ÅBERG (Finland) Romani music, culture and migration
in Finland: Musical dialogue between East and West
Mahir MAK and Belma Oğul KURTIŞOĞLU (Turkey) Doms with
their intermediary role in the cultural construction
11.00 – 11.30

Coffee break

11.30 – 13.00

Session 2: Emotions, Gender and Politics
Chair: Joško Ćaleta
Velika STOJKOVA SERAFIMOVSKA (Macedonia) From love song
to song of conﬂict – contextual music migration
Marko KÖLBL (Austria) Sounding grief, performing gender:
Laments in Burgenland, Croatia and Herzegovina
Mojca KOVAČIČ (Slovenia) Migrant music and identity processes in
(cultural) political and social perspective

13.00 – 15.00

Lunch

15.00 – 17.00

Session 3: Migrating from Southeastern Europe
Chair: Elsie Ivancich Dunin
Peter ENDENDIJK and Annemiek den UIJL (Netherlands)
Migrating melodies
Daniela IVANOVA-NYBERG (USA/Bulgaria) Bulgarian dance
style(s) in migration: Fieldwork in Bulgaria and the United States
Ursula HEMETEK (Austria) “Ex-Yu” – Music in Austria: From
unity to fragmentation?
“Migrations in Time”: 50 years of St. George’s Day/Erdelezi in Skopje
through the lenses of Elsie Ivancich Dunin and Daniel Petrovski
(ﬁlm producer)

17.00 – 17.30

Coffee break

17.30 – 19.00

Session 4: Film presentation
Rudolf Sremec at al. (Croatia) Jugoslavenski narodni plesovi
(47′, presented by Tvrtko Zebec)

19.00 – 20.30

Dinner

Tuesday, 17 April
9.00 – 11.00
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Session 5: Dances and migrations
Chair: Daniela Ivanova-Nyberg
Elsie IVANCICH DUNIN (Croatia/USA) Knighthood connections –
Korčula and Sinj?
Dilyana KURDOVA (Bulgaria) Virtual migration of folklore.
The case of Sofka

Mehmet Öcal ÖZBILGIN (Turkey) The effects of population
exchange between the Balkan peninsula and Turkey on the traditional
dances of İzmir
Oliver GERLACH (Italy) Para-liturgical dance in southern Italy
Balkan diaspora communities and their impact on the mainstream
culture of il Sud
11.00 – 11.30

Coffee break

11.30 – 13.00

Session 6: Panel 1 – Urban perspectives on dance and music in Turkey
Chair: Arzu Öztürkmen
Arzu ÖZTÜRKMEN (Turkey) On the changing face of urban dance
in Istanbul
Yaprak Melike UYAR (Turkey) Turkish psychedelic music: Genre,
culture and politics
Zeynep Sirel Gunsur YUCEIL (Turkey) Cindrellas in ashes:
Performative intervention on the identit(ies) of women in Turkey

13.00 – 15.00

Lunch

15.00 – 17.00

Session 7: Peculiar migrations
Chair: Liz Mellish
Irena MIHOLIĆ (Croatia) From the Central America to Southeastern
Europe: Mexican and Yu-Mex music and its echoes in Croatian music
today
Andreea PASCARU (Germany) Multipart Aromanian singing and
the sudden rise from rural to urban folklore
Gergana PANOVA-TEKATH (Germany) Ambassadors and
Emissaries: The very ﬁrst in the chain of propagators of Bulgarian
dances abroad
Abdullah AKAT (Turkey) The role and inﬂuence of “Bulgar”
musicians in the Turkish music scene in Berlin

17.00 – 17.30

Coffee break

17.30 – 19.00

Session 8: Film presentations
Darja Korez Korenčan and Divja baba (Slovenia) Tidldibab, the
oldest ﬂute in ancient times and today
(30′, presented by Svanibor Pettan)
Persa Stojanovska (Macedonia) Kopachkata at UNESCO
(28′, presented by Velika Stojkova Seraﬁmovska)

19.00 – 20.30

Dinner

20.30 – 21.30

Concert of klapa singing
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Wednesday, 18 April
9.00 – 11.00

Session 9: Bosnian and Serbian diaporas
Chair: Carol Silverman
Linda CIMARDI (Austria) Folklore shaping the diaspora: Cultural
associations from Bosnian Posavina in Zagreb and Vienna
Kim BURTON (UK) To Stuttgart then I came: epic and ethic in a
translocal musical practice of the Bosnian Posavina
Vesna BAJIĆ STOJILJKOVIĆ (Serbia/Slovenia) Stage folk dance
in contemporary Serbian diaspora: Case from Slovenia
Maja KRASIN (Serbia) The cultural transformations, changes and
modern trends: the case of the “European festival of Serbian diaspora”

11.00 – 11.30

Coffee break

11.30 – 13.00

Session 10: Business meeting
Chair: Velika Stojkova Seraﬁmovska

13.00 – 15.00

Lunch

15.00

Excursion in Šibenik

Thursday, 19 April

9.00 – 11.00

THEME 2 – CARNIVALS AND MASQUERADES IN
SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE
Session 11: Carnivals and a masquerade
Chair: Donna A. Buchanan
Lampros EFTHYMIOU (Greece) The Boules of Naoussa in northern
Greece: a ritual of the Carnival, its historic evolution in the 20th
century and its role in the modern social and cultural life of the city
Iva NIEMČIĆ (Croatia) The role of lyre in the Lastovo Carnival –
case study
Merve EKEN-KÜÇÜKAKSOY (Turkey) A Masquerade moved
from Balkans to western Turkey: “Bocuk Night”

11.00 – 11.30

Coffee break

11.30 – 13.00

Session 12: Masquerades in Bulgaria
Chair: Mehmet Öcal Özbilgin
Ivanka VLAEVA (Bulgaria) Masquerades, festivals and cultural
politics in Bulgarian context
Donna A. BUCHANAN (USA) Belles of the masquerade: Women
and contemporary Bulgarian mumming rites and festivals
Ivo STRAHILOV (Bulgaria) Performing Romani Identity through
masquerade in postsocialist Bulgaria

13.00 – 15.00
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Lunch

15.00 – 17.00

Session 13: Panel 2 – Dance and movement in contemporary
carnival events of East Europe: Case studies from Romania,
Serbia and the Republic of Macedonia
Chair: Selena Rakočević
Selena RAKOČEVIĆ (Serbia) Socio-political implications of dance
and dance movements in contemporary carnival events in Southeastern
Banat in Serbia and Romania
Liz MELLISH and Nick GREEN (UK/Romania) Crazy week, the
disorganised and the organised: Fǎrșang and inverted weddings in the
Banat mountains
Vesna KARIN (Serbia) Exploring forms of dance behavior in the
carnival ritual in Grebenac
Ivona OPETCHESKA TATARCHEVSKA (Macedonia) Between
the monsters: The dances of “Rusalii” and “Călușeri”

17.00 – 17.30

17.30 – 19.00

Coffee break
THEME 3 – MUSIC, DANCE AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE
Session 14: Sustainability
Chair: Tvrtko Zebec
Jelka VUKOBRATOVIĆ (Croatia) Musicians’ economic everyday
reality – cruder side of sustainability concept
Gökçe Asena ALTINBAY-ÇAKIR (Turkey) The concept of “feeling”
in terms of sustainability in traditional folk dances
Muzaffer SÜMBÜL (Turkey) Şaba ritual in Osmaniye region
wedding ceremonies: Transformation from the past to the future

19.00 – 20.30

Dinner

20.30

Singing and dancing workshop

Friday, 20 April
9.00 – 11.00

Session 15: Panel 3 – Well-informed intervention as a guarantee of
sustainability of music and dance cultures?
Chair: Naila Ceribašić
Naila CERIBAŠIĆ (Croatia) Sustainability of music cultures?
Some achievements, challenges and gaps identiﬁed in the programme
of safeguarding intangible cultural heritage
Tvrtko ZEBEC (Croatia) Festivals and the sustainability of the
intangible culture, music and dance
Joško ĆALETA (Croatia) Ethnomusicologist vs. the dynamics of
music sustainability – case study of Glagolitic (traditional church)
singing of Croatia
7

Mojca PIŠKOR (Croatia) Harmony of dissonances – a challenge to
well-informed intervention
11.00 – 11.30

Coffee break

11:30 – 13.00

Session 16: Final discussion and closing of the symposium
Chair: Svanibor Pettan

13.00 – 15.00

Lunch

15.00

Excursion in Gljev

Saturday, 21 April
Departures
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INTRODUCTION
The sixth biennial symposium of the ICTM Study Group on Music and Dance in
Southeastern Europe is organised in the town of Sinj in Croatia. Scholars from the
Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research in Zagreb as the academic host, initiated this opportunity based on their knowledge about the rich and diverse cultural
heritage of the whole region along the river Cetina known as Cetinska Krajina in
the Dalmatian hinterland. It has been possible to arrange this thanks to the Society
of Alka Knights, together with the town of Sinj, who are our local hosts.
The programme focuses on three themes:
1. Dance, songs, music and migrations in, out and within Southeastern Europe,
2. Carnivals and masquerades in Southeastern Europe,
3. Music, dance and sustainable development in Southeastern Europe.
In addition to the symposium programme, the local organisers have arranged a
klapa singing concert, an excursion to Šibenik with the well known Cathedral of
St James and Fort of St Nikola, both inscribed into the UNESCO World Heritage
List, and an excursion to the village of Gljev, on the Kamešnica Mountain, to enjoy the Carnival traditions of the Didi, with bells, songs, dances, food and drinks.
Ojkanje singing is inscribed on the Urgent Safeguarding List and klapa singing
and nijemo kolo, silent circle dance, to the Representative List of the UNESCO
Intangible Cultural Heritage of the Humanity.
The Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research, is celebrating its 70th anniversary in 2018. This Institute was ﬁrst known as the Institute for Folk Art,
and was developed as an ethnomusicological research center under the director,
academician Vinko Žganec, but soon it spread its activity to philological studies.
Ethnological research was instigated to meet the need for an all-encompassing
approach to folklore, especially its performing and contextual aspects. Over the
years the researchers’ emphasis has shifted towards new theoretical insights, critical approaches, and interdisciplinary approaches towards the questions of identity
construction, continuity and change in cultural phenomena, ideological contextualization, usage and presentation of folklore, gender perspectives, performativity,
inﬂuence of new media, contemporary migrations and urban and popular culture.
Qualitative ﬁeld research is followed by discourse analysis, applied work and by
developing the reﬂexive and dialogic ethnographic script among other methods.
The Institute’s scientiﬁc activity has been widened through participation in international projects, conferences and symposia such as this one. Ethnomusicologists
and ethnochoreologists based at this Institute, as the central place for these disciplines in Croatia, are active in the International Council for Traditional Music and
its study groups. This symposium is continuing the tradition of connections and
9

networking with colleagues from all over the world that began with the 4th IFMC
Conference in 1951 held in Opatija.1
Scholars from fourteen countries will present their work at this symposium
and we hope to participate in fruitful discussions, panels, ﬁlm presentations, and
gatherings that will be remembered for the enjoyment of good company and great
scientiﬁc results.
Special thanks goes to Goran Ugrin, an insider part of the local organization,
the Programme Committee with the Chair, Svanibor Pettan, and the Study Group
executives, the Secretary Liz Mellish and the Chair Velika Stojkova Seraﬁmovska,
for their great efforts in the preparation of the Symposium programme.
Tvrtko Zebec

1
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International Folk Music Council is now the International Council for Traditional Music.

THEMES
1. DANCE, SONGS, MUSIC AND MIGRATIONS IN, OUT
AND WITHIN SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE
Through its history the Southeastern European region has been a crossroad between
the east and the west and a route for different migrations, and thus a meeting point
of different cultures and their inﬂuences. Migrants of different backgrounds have
always been present in this territory, taking part in multifaceted social and cultural
interactions with the indigenous population. The migration-related processes have
produced broad cultural transformations and changes that can be observed from
national and transnational, local and regional, public and private, collective and
individual, professional and amateur, ofﬁcial and unofﬁcial contexts. In these processes music and dance have played a signiﬁcant and constructive role. We invite
symposium participants to address some of the following questions arising from
the migrations in, out and within Southeastern Europe: the migrations and the
migrants’ music and dance in the historical contexts; the inﬂuence of migrants on
the local music and dance styles and expressions and vice versa, the inﬂuence of
the local music and dance styles on the migrants and/or migrant communities, and
their cultural and social integration in the society; the role of music and dance in
different identity processes; the contemporary diaspora way of living and the role
of music and dance in the ghettos; the migrations of music and dance repertoire;
the migration of music and dance styles, songs and instruments; migration as part
of contemporary globalization processes; cultural policy regarding migrations and
minorities; virtual migrations; new research of other processes and contexts connected to migrations in, out and within Southeastern Europe.

2. CARNIVALS AND MASQUERADES IN SOUTHEASTERN
EUROPE
Carnivals and masquerades have an important place in the mythology and rituals
of traditional cultures that still continue in Southeastern Europe. Once originating from the ancient cults of animism and totemism, today they have a different
social and cultural function that reﬂects the contemporary cultural and societal
processes. Music and dance, as an integral part of the rituals, are excellent agents
of change and continuity in the contemporary performances and perception of the
carnivals and masquerades, at the same time providing a new context of the past
and contemporary societal beliefs and mythology. The proposals for this topic
should address one or more of the following issues: the changes and continu11

ity of the carnivals and masquerades seen from an ethnomusicological / ethnochoreological perspective; the festivalization of the carnivals and masquerades;
carnivals and masquerades and the state cultural policy; carnivals and masquerades in regard to contemporary social and transitional processes; carnivals and
masquerades as cultural spaces for different repertoires; traditional carnivals and
masquerades in regard to intangible cultural heritage; local, national, regional and
international carnivals and masquerades; new research approaches to the carnivals
and masquerades.

3. MUSIC, DANCE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
IN SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE
Theory and practice related to music and dance sustainability should take into account the interdependence of a wider “ecosystem” in which music and dance are
situated (Titon 2009). This becomes more obvious thanks to the implementation
of the UNESCO Convention (2003), which provides local communities with the
essential role in the decision-making process regarding their heritage. Applied
work positions ethnomusicologists and ethnochoreologists as qualiﬁed specialists
on the continuum between the local communities on the one hand and administration and other agents involved in the process on the other. Some of the issues expected to be addressed here are: how can heritage production in music and dance
be or become sustainable; what did we learn from the experiences with the ICH
projects within the region and what can we learn by applying the experiences from
the other parts of the world (for instance, Schippers and Grant 2016).
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PANEL ABSTRACTS
Panel 1 – Urban perspectives on dance and music in Turkey
Panel abstract
The landscape of dance and music practices has changed in a considerable way
since the 1990s, as a process of increasing access to global venues in a context of
radical political change. Rising Islamism brought new approaches to performance
practices in the ﬁelds formerly supported and sponsored by the state, mostly in
theatre, dance and music. Funding was cut, performance venues were conﬁned
and repertoires were controlled. While institutional changes created a zone of
struggle between state and art communities, new forms of performances emerged
and found their own path at the street level, and under independent art and performance venues. The most visible change was observed at the level of theatre in the
urban spaces, particularly in Istanbul, where small independent theatre companies
boomed while state theatres suffered from state constraints.
At the level of dance and music, platforms were more ﬂuid. The digital age
made possible a global access to sound and visual forms from around the world,
which brought new tastes and desires. The strong folkdance movement of the
1970s and 80s, for instance, lost its zeal to new forms of dance including modern
dance, Latin genres, and also hip hop or other new forms that merged both traditional and global trends. This panel brings together three scholars from Turkey
who have been sharing these ideas over the past years in connection with their
latest research. The purpose of the panel is to discuss the change that has been
experienced since the 1990s in the urban space and global extensions of Istanbul,
within the theoretical perspective offered by the ‘multi-sited ethnography’ of
George Marcus.
As the coordinator of the panel, I will present a paper on the “On the Changing
Face of Urban Dance in Istanbul”. Beginning from the 1990s, Latin dance forms
and modern dance began to dominate the public scene of dance performances,
replacing to a great extent folk dance practices which dominated former decades.
Dance in the urban space of Istanbul includes today roman dansı (Roman dance),
belly-dancing and international dance forms ranging from Irish, to Peruvian or
African. My paper will discuss how such local street performances relate to some
other globally spreading dance forms like tango or salsa, in the cosmopolitan site
of Istanbul. The paper will also try to situate these urban dance activities within
the larger frame of rising Islamism in Turkey, which offers new structured movement systems.
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The other contributors to the panel are both scholars and performing artists.
Yaprak Melike Uyar, who is an expert on the history of Jazz in Turkey, and a
practicing DJ in Istanbul, will contribute with her latest research on how Turkish
pop creates a new wave in global music club contexts. Her paper entitled “Turkish
Psychedelic Music: Genre, Culture and Politics” explores the impact that a
Turkish musical genre Anadolu Pop has created in the global music market. This
genre, known also as Anadolu rock dates back to the 1970s, and signiﬁes a localized version of psychedelic rock and rock’n roll, which gained popularity in
Europe and the US during the second half of the 2000s. Due to the efforts of
DJs interested in bringing local music cultures back into the scene, and the vinyl
culture nourished by feelings of nostalgia, Turkish popular music from the 1970s
was resurrected and embraced many layers of meanings. The paper explores this
trend which has nowadays gained a new title in the global popular music market:
‘Turkish psychedelic’.
Zeynep Sirel Gunsur Yuceil, also a scholar and a practicing dancer and art director, will present a paper on the analysis of her own approach to “Turkish movement”, a unique perspective to ‘bodily ways of knowing’, a concept developed
in the ﬁeld of bodylore. Her paper entitled “Cindrellas in Ashes: Performative
Intervention on the Identit(ies) of Women in Turkey” has a feminist and reﬂexive
critique to the way Turkish social norms may constrain our bodies. Her discussion
will be based on Cind-Woman, the latest artistic work of the Movement Theatre
Company, founded in 1999 in Istanbul. Using traditional and daily life gestures
and movement systems from Turkish culture, Cind-Woman interprets the universal story of Cindrella, from a feminist perspective. Deconstructing traditional
story-telling practices, it explores the identities of living women who witness an
unusual tide of cultural, political and gendered practices experienced at the turn of
the 20th Century in Turkey.

Arzu Öztürkmen
On the changing face of urban dance in Istanbul
The dance genres performed in the urban settings of Turkey have greatly changed
since the 1980s. From the early years of the Republic, dancing has been a cultural
symbol of modernization, a matter which has been well analysed in Turkish dance
studies. Folk dancing and ballet stand at the two poles of this symbolic meaning assigned to dancing. While folk dancing has gradually made its way from
the village context to public schools and urban folk dance clubs, ballet remained
constrained in state conservatories and a limited number of private ballet schools
in big cities. Beginning from the 1990s, Latin dance forms and modern dance
14

began to dominate the public scene of dance performances. This paper examines
this transitional period with a focus on Istanbul, the biggest metropolis of Turkey,
where dance activities are the greatest. Dance in the urban space of Istanbul ranges today from traditional performances to new urban social dance forms. While
traditional dancing was limited to Turkish folk dance in earlier years, beginning
from the 1990s Roman dance, belly-dancing and international dance forms (Irish,
Peruvian, African) made their ways into the public sphere of Istanbul. As the most
cosmopolitan city of Turkey, street performances certainly allowed more room
to these genres of dance. But other globally spreading dance forms like tango or
salsa also began to be institutionalized in private dance salons. The paper aims at
analysing the booming of these new dance forms in the urban context of Istanbul
and examines how their performers approach these new popular cultural forms,
while assigning new meanings to them. The paper will also try to situate these
urban dance activities within the larger frame of rising Islamism in Turkey, which
offers new structured movement systems. Within the theoretical perspective offered by the ‘multi-sited ethnography’ of George Marcus, this paper brings to light
different ethnographies on the urban perspectives to dance and music in Turkey.

Yaprak Melike Uyar
Turkish psychedelic music: Genre, culture and politics
Recent years have witnessed a crucial amount of impact that Turkish popular music has created in the global music market. Anatolian pop / rock from the 1970s,
signifying a localized version of psychedelic rock and rock’n roll, gained popularity in Europe and the US during the second half of the 2000s that no other musical
movement from Turkey had ever previously achieved. Popular music culture in
Turkey started with jazz in the early days of the Republic in the 1920s, following
and imitating global trends until the second half of the 1960s. The most artistically
productive years of Turkish popular music started in the late sixties, and resulted
in the localized experiments of jazz, disco, rock and funk. However, that movement came to an abrupt end with the military coup of 12 September, 1980. Many
recordings were destroyed as a consequence of the political and cultural oppression, while others were forgotten, abandoned in mouldy basements. Owing to the
efforts of DJs interested in bringing local music cultures back into the scene, and
the vinyl culture nourished by feelings of nostalgia, Turkish popular music from
the 1970s was resurrected and embraced many layers of meanings. Moreover, as
of the ﬁrst decade of the millennium, Anatolian pop / rock gained a new title in the
global popular music market: ‘Turkish psychedelic’.
This project examines Turkish psychedelic music with the aid of concepts such
as orientalism and cultural omnivorousness. Using a mixture of ethnographic in15

terviews, participant observation technique, and archival research; it aims to deﬁne Turkish psychedelic as a genre, and the processes in the music industry which
resulted in its usage, as an umbrella term and how the cultural politics and the tendencies of orientalism contribute to the changing array of meanings of this genre.

Zeynep Sirel Gunsur Yuceil
Cindrellas in ashes: Performative intervention on the identit(ies) of women
in Turkey
This presentation will be based on Cind-Woman, the latest artistic work of the
Movement Theatre Company, founded in 1999 in Istanbul. Using traditional and
daily life gestures and movement systems from Turkish culture, Cind-Woman interprets the universal story of Cindrella, from a feminist perspective. Deconstructing
traditional story-telling practices, it explores the identities of living women who
witness an unusual tide of cultural, political and gendered practices experienced
at the turn of the 20th Century in Turkey.
In this presentation, Cind-Woman’s original music/sound score and structured
movement system will be dealt with in detail focusing on creating appropriate
language/text and bodily expressions of current female identities, which are juxtaposed to the ideologically deﬁned and culturally codiﬁed knowledge. One can
argue that while exploring the sounds and movements, one of the main concerns
of the company has been the archetype of the wild woman, untamed psyche of
the female existence. However, as one consciously searches for such dreamlike,
volatile presence, one is also conﬁned by domestic daily reality and its perceptions. Hence the tamed identity survives underneath of all performance, perhaps
by acknowledging it there is more chance to unwrap the surface of that identity.
Consequently, Cind-Woman’s songs/sounds and dance/movement vocabulary that
were constituted through a search on the female identity travelling through the last
80 years of Turkish reality and dream landscape will be considered in the context
of the role of music and dance in different identity processes.
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Panel 2 – Dance and movement in contemporary carnival events
of East Europe: Case studies from Romania, Serbia and the
Republic of Macedonia
Panel abstract
Comprehensively signiﬁed as carnivals, various kinds of masquerade festivities
during the week before or after the beginning of Lent have a long tradition in
Europe. Inversions of social roles among the participants, ironic representations
and parody, together with profusion, ostentatious behaviour, dance and music are
some of the joint features of these feasts. Once linked with the local beliefs, in
contemporary societies carnivals have become important events for channelling
multifarious cultural and social processes.
This panel will offer comparative perspectives on the ways in which these festivities are played out in different political and cultural circumstances of contemporary realities in post-socialist societies. It is based on ethnographies of several
carnival events from some of the neighbouring countries of Southeast Europe
(Romania, Serbia and Republic of Macedonia). The main focus will be on dance
and dance movements which, together with accompanying music, become basic
agents for expressive behaviour during the carnival times. What forms of dance,
dance movements and music dominate in these case studies of contemporary carnival events? What are their constructive and metaphorical meanings? How do
they relate to the soundscape of carnivalesque performances? How do they channel and challenge realities of the contemporary post-socialist societies in which
they still exist?

Selena Rakočević
Socio-political implications of dance and dance movements in contemporary
carnival events in Southeastern Banat in Serbia and Romania
Based on ﬁeld research in Grebenac (Serbia) and Moldova Veche (Romania) in
Southeastern Banat since 2014, this paper will provide a comparative ethnographic review of dance and dance movements within contemporary manifestations of
the carnival events (Serbian fašanke, Romanian farsang) which, together with
carnival parades, continue to be practiced in these villages. These carnival events
include the evening performances and dance events called the “masked balls”. In
both villages, the events are organised by local institutions on Tuesday, the second day of the Easter Lent and/or on the following Saturday, as the closing segment of the carnival celebrations. Starting from the structural and stylistic analysis
17

of dance and dance movements which are incorporated in the evening performances and participatory dancing during the balls, this paper will aim to focus on
the socio-political implications of their various ironic and parodic connotations.
This potentially leads into exploring general questions of dance and dance movements in carnivalesque performances as important mediums for socio-political
expression.

Liz Mellish and Nick Green
Crazy week, the disorganised and the organised: Fǎrșang and “inverted”
weddings in the Banat mountains
During crazy week (the week proceeding Lent) carnivalesque events, in various
manifestations, take place in many villages in Banat. These events range from
informal local (somewhat disorganised) events, to annual ritualistic events with a
(organised) framework, to carnival events organised by local municipalities. The
commonalities between these events are that they focus around local music, dance
and customs and only local people are involved (sometimes local media and a few
ethnographers, but no outsider tourists). Although each event may be nominally
organised by a particular ethnicity the participants include people from all the
co-located ethnicities (Romanians, Hungarians, Germans, Serbians, Croatians,
Roma).
This presentation is based on ﬁeldwork undertaken at carnavelesque events
in 2016, and 2017 including nunta cornilor in Bănia (Almăj valley), cǎlușeri in
Grebenac (Caraș/Karaš valley) and fǎrșang in Moldova Nouǎ (Danube valley),
supplemented by informal conversations with locals, local media reports, published articles and videos of events in other nearby locations that provide additional information on the breadth of these carnivalesque elements. In our discussions
on the disorganised and the organised we will illustrate the commonalities and
draw attention to the unique elements of each event: The carnivalesque soundscapes involving music, shouts, whistles and noise, the movement-scapes that incorporate outlandish behaviour, embracing, dancing with exaggerated movements
and the visual-scapes of brightly coloured garish costumes, inverted dressing, and
deviations from normal dress etiquette. We consider who participated, their age
range, the local organisers and/or sponsors, the venues in public (outdoor) or private (indoor) space. Drawing on anthropological theory, we propose that these
events are liminal times within the annual calendar, marking the transition between the end of the winter and the beginning (re-birth) of spring that both draw
from, and contribute, to the realities of the contemporary societies in which they
take place.
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Vesna Karin
Exploring forms of dance behaviour in the carnival ritual in Grebenac
Based on ﬁeldwork during the carnival ritual in Grebenac, Serbia in 2017 this
paper will aim to investigate the forms of the dance behaviour of its participants.
It will analyse the body as a sign using video and photographs which were made
as part of this ﬁeld research. The carnival ritual in Grebenac will be analysed
from ethnochoreological and anthropological perspectives. The research of carnival dance from the ethnochoreological perspective will take into account the
dance notation – kinetography, and analysis of the dance movements, while the
anthropological perspective will consider the involvement of the participants
within this ritual, in order to read the nonverbal movements and expressions in the
visual record. The aim of this presentation is to position carnivals/masquerades as
an imagination within the social practice and to recognize the elements, through
analysis of body movements in dynamic (video) and static (photographic) records.

Ivona Opetcheska Tatarchevska
Between the monsters: The dances of “Rusalii” and “Călușeri”
In the traditional culture of Macedonians, the ritual processions under masks are
most intensively related to the winter ritual cycle although these processions were
performed during the Forgiveness week (Prochka) and some other days which
according to the folk division of time are marking some kind of passage, for example from the old into the new year, or a beginning of a long Easter fast. Their
primary goal in the traditional context was to establish order and harmony in the
community in which they live or to provide well-being for it.
The winter processions under masks are held to be in the type of collective
processions in which a speciﬁc cult group (masked or specially dressed dancers) is performing ritualistic and magical actions through dance, music, masks,
etc. in favour of the whole community. Throughout Europe they are encountered
with many different names, at least in Macedonia there are 11 different names
and all of them are distinguishable one from the other for some speciﬁcations,
but, the structure of the ritual is common for all. In the contemporary context,
the changed structure of these mostly dance rituals is perpetuated on the level of
their function (from ritual-prayer for fertility, and well-being through initiation
ritual and stage performance), but the human’s need to use some kind of masks
(sonorous, facial or bodily) and to free himself from the limitations of everyday living, is unchanged for centuries and today as a live tradition these groups
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are still giving legitimacy to the existence of the peoples’ suppressed wishes and
thoughts. Exactly because of this the carnival/the masked group is still “the king
of Europe” and it exists so intensively. No matter whether we follow these processions/groups in time or space, the structural analysis of their dances shows that
some of them are very simple and looks like leaping, like the “dances” of the
“Dzamalari”, “Vasilichari” or “Bamburci”, while the “Rusalii” groups in southern Macedonia and the Romanian “Călușari” have a ritual with the cycle of 3–5
traditional dances which leave an impression of a high aesthetic level of dance
culture. This abstract has the goal to compare the dances between two once similar
processions from Southeastern Europe, the “Rusalii” dance group from Bojmija,
southern Macedonia and the Romanian “Călușeri” from the village of Grebenac
in Serbia, who exist in totally different contexts today.

Panel 3 – Well-informed intervention as a guarantee of
sustainability of music and dance cultures?
Panel abstract
The examination of the relationship between intangible cultural heritage (ICH)
and sustainable development (SD) is currently one of priorities in the operation
of the 2003 Convention on the international scale. Relying on the United Nations
“2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, the aim is to improve safeguarding of ICH, from the one side, while helping general SD Goals identiﬁed in the
Agenda, from the other side. The cultural dimension was not recognized by the
UN as equally relevant for the effectuation of SD Goals as the social, economic
and environmental ones. Thus, taking into account that UNESCO is one of the
UN agencies, it has become even more important for UNESCO to demonstrate
how “a development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (which is the most
commonly-used deﬁnition of SD in the UN and UNESCO) cannot be realized
without fully taking into account culture in general, and – from the perspective of
the 2003 Convention – ICH in particular (for it is “a guarantee of SD”, as charted
in the preamble of the Convention).
The idea of this panel is to discuss these tenets in a mixed top-down and bottom-up direction. The main hypothesis that the panellists aim to examine is that
a well-informed intervention – i.e., deliberate, transparent and self-reﬂexive intervention which is inclusive of all parties concerned and continuously open to
revisions in response to gaps identiﬁed in the process – represents the most viable way of ensuring the sustainability of music and dance cultures, in contrast to
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customary top-down, hidden and allegedly humble intervention oriented however
at securing, primarily, the interests of the intervener, as well as in contrast to bottom-up actions that are nowadays too often and too easily interpreted as a bingo
combination. In that sense, the case studies presented attest to different levels of
focal awareness on the challenges and gaps in effectuating the sustainability of
traditional music and dance.

Naila Ceribašić
Sustainability of music cultures? Some achievements, challenges and gaps
identiﬁed in the programme of safeguarding intangible cultural heritage
This part of the panel will introduce UN’s and UNESCO’s jurisprudence on sustainable development and intangible cultural heritage, and analyse its implementation and/or recognition in the projects that are included in the Register of Good
Safeguarding Practices, and in the examples that are used in the global capacitybuilding programme, focusing in both cases on music-related examples while also
taking into account the three case studies from Croatia that are part of this panel.
As charted in the “2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, the key dimensions of SD are social inclusion, economic inclusion, environmental sustainability, and peace and security, each of which is further elaborated into a number of
subcategories. While they are, no doubt, of relevance for the viability of ICH,
looking at the work of the UNESCO-ICH Secretariat, it appears as even more
important to demonstrate that the four dimensions and the thereof elaborated SD
Goals are unattainable without reliance on the wisdom ingrained in ICH.
It is apparent that the intervention, which is in the focus of this panel, is strongly implied in all these tenets. Even in cases of no intervention from the outside
whatsoever, the fact that the lessons learnt from such examples are shared on a
worldwide scale means that they are intended to be applied (whether in one or
another way) in the processes of intervention elsewhere. The question is, indeed,
whether the omnipresence of intervention – be it well-, less well- or only meagrely-informed – implies that spontaneous (rhizomatic) evolvement of traditions is
not enough anymore, that they necessarily (have to) turn into project-based compound of safeguarding activities in order to ensure their sustainability.
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Tvrtko Zebec
Festivals and the sustainability of the intangible culture, music and dance
Initiated in 1935 as one of the ﬁrst folklore festivals in Croatia, the Krk Festival
has shown to be one of the important venues for prominently featuring the identity
symbols of the Krk island communities, which were, and still are more important to
themselves than to the tourists. Since 1966 the International Folklore Festival has
been held in Zagreb with the objective to present and afﬁrm the status of traditional
culture and folklore of its numerous local and international participants following
the tradition of festivals organized by the Peasant Concord, a cultural, educational
and humanitarian organization of the Croatian Peasant Party from time in between
the two World Wars. Nowadays this Festival has become part of the global movement led by UNESCO that aims to safeguard intangible cultural heritage. Specialists
that were always involved in organization of the festivals have inﬂuenced the proﬁle
of the festivals. The paradigms have been changed through time according to political and social circumstances. Can we speak about the sustainability of music and
dance thanks to the festivals through the past? How specialists can inﬂuence the
production of heritage? Do thematic concerts or festivals offer more possibilities for
sustainability of music and dance? What kind of ecosystems do we have today and
how do local communities respond to them in music and dance production? What
kind of dialogue do specialists have to lead between local communities and administration to promote the music and dance sustainability?

Joško Ćaleta
Ethnomusicologist vs. the dynamics of music sustainability – case study of
Glagolitic (traditional church) singing of Croatia
Traditional music, as well as traditional church singing, functions today as a result
of preserving and collecting “memories” of old time musical practice, bestowed
to future generations. Changes in meaning, use, and function of traditional secular
and church singing are the result of changes in institutionalized social practice
(way of life) along with the new situations brought on by the ﬂow of history. Strata
of musical tradition which remind us of musical practice in the more or less recent
past automatically earn epithets such as “old”, “old-fashioned” and “archaic”, alluding to the fact that it is impossible to generalize the deﬁnition of a musical term
according to uniform parameters.
In the time when “implementation of the UNESCO Convention (2003) provides local communities with the essential role in the decision-making process
regarding their heritage”, the role of the ethnomusicologist altered. They are more
and more interested in the context of contemporary traditional music, its selfpreservation and co-existence in various social interactions. In addressing the
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question of how can heritage production in music be or become sustainable, I
shall analyse the current state of traditional church singing (Glagolitic singing)
through presentational models established in the last two decades in the processes
where my personal involvement as an applied ethnomusicologist played a crucial
role. The models of public presentation are one of key factors in the process of
reconstructing, revitalizing, and representing an archaic traditional musical “ecosystem”. Public performance helps the tradition bearers recognize the true value
and signiﬁcance of the music that was bequeath exclusively to them.
Due to all of the above mentioned reasons and the socio-cultural changes making concerts the most acceptable form of musical events, the practice of public
presentation of church folk singing, especially the older, almost forgotten stratum, has become one of the basic models of “preserving” the musical heritage of
Glagolitic (traditional church) singing.

Mojca Piškor
Harmony of dissonances – a challenge to well-informed intervention
The project Harmonija disonance [Harmony of Dissonance], which began in
October 2016 at the Academy of Music in Zagreb, was primarily conceived as a
meeting place of the Academy’s students, experienced folk singers and experts in
traditional singing, and was guided by the idea of bridging the gaps between the
worlds of academia and folk musicians. The project which started as an experiment of a sort, soon turned into a lively space of collaborative learning, exploration and creative musicing. Since the very beginning, though, it was clear that the
project meant different things to different actors involved in its conception. For
some it was supposed to be a one-time event aimed at “presenting” some of the
national traditional musics inscribed on the UNESCO’s lists of intangible cultural
heritage in the concert programmes of the Academy of Music; for some a speciﬁc
challenge of transferring knowledge of traditional music performance into the
new context and among musicians educated within the art music education system; for still others an experiment which could answer whether oldest layers of
traditional singing could be intriguing, attractive and/or relevant to the youngest
generations of classically trained musicians. Challenges and expectations multiplied when the experimental project evolved into one of the most successful and
widely acclaimed projects of the Academy of Music in Zagreb.
In this paper, I shall try to address various aspects of this project which in a speciﬁc way question sustainability of traditional culture as designed by UNESCO, including the “well-informed interventions” into music cultures existing in-between
top-down and bottom-up actions; aspects that question the positions available to
ethnomusicologists in these processes; and aspects that point at gaps in the act of
translation of traditional repertoires and performance practices into new arenas.
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INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
Abstracts in alphabetical order of presenter

Kai Viljami Åberg
Romani music, culture and migration in Finland: Musical dialogue between
East and West
The earliest documentation of Finnish Romani music emerged in the 18th and
19th centuries in both scholarships and the arts. Anyway, through the Romani
history, the Finnish region has been a crossroad between the East (Russia) and
the West (Europe). Different musical cultures and styles have ﬂowed together.
Because of the ethnic landscape and migration from Eastern Europe (mainly from
Romania and Bulgaria), the new trend is kind of hybrid style of Romani music
mixing different styles together.
Thereby the role of Romani music from different origins is important for the
“global Romani identity” process. Looking at the historical context, the role of
the music has always been important to the Roma for many reasons, but at the
same time, also the Roma gave part of their tradition to the main population.
In this paper I will demonstrate, how difﬁcult it is to deﬁne the parameters of
a uniﬁed Romani musical style – as there are many differences in melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, lyrical and formal structures from region to region or country to
country – still the music plays a very important role for Romani identity. Whatever
comes to the Romani migration in Finland, the music is still an important tool for
the dialogue between the cultures.
In this paper, I question some of the “taken-for-granted” conceptions and
consider an alternative to the existence and practices of Romani music (Finnish,
Russian, migrants from Southeastern Europe, like Romania and Bulgaria) in
Finland. I ask what kind of musical and music cultural communication the Roma
from southeastern countries have with the Finnish Roma (in historical, cultural
and social contexts).
The examples are based on my intensive ﬁeld research among the different
Roma groups in many countries since 1994.
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Abdullah Akat
The role and inﬂuence of “Bulgar” musicians in the Turkish music scene in
Berlin
Berlin, the city with the densest Turkish population in Europe, has a very active musical life centred on its Turkish community, including wedding music, and
music in bars, restaurants and night clubs. Weddings in particular represent one
of the most important rituals in the life cycles of Turkish people in Berlin. And
the wedding ceremony is one of the most privileged places in which to assess the
social changes that have taken place in the Turkish community in Germany since
the earliest migrations of guest workers in 1961.
It is very interesting that in recent years “Bulgar” musicians, who are Bulgarian
citizens and Muslims who speak Turkish as their mother tongue, and have a
Turkish or Roma ethnic identity, have started to appear in Turkish weddings and
in other Turkish musical activities in Berlin. So it is worth examining the role
and inﬂuence of these musicians in Turkish wedding ceremonies, and live music
‘scenes’ in Berlin today.
I carried out ﬁeldwork in Berlin between 2013 and 2017, involving participant
observation and interviews with both Turkish and Bulgar musicians. I also collected audio-visual performance materials (from the 1970s through to the 2000s)
belonging to Turkish immigrants in Berlin.
In the paper, I will discuss the residential and business lives and conditions of
Bulgar musicians in Germany, including their leisure activities, at a time when
Bulgaria was negotiating terms of admission to European Union in 2000. I will
also consider the impact of the country’s acceptance by the EU in 2007, and the
effects of the restriction on freedom of movement, which was lifted only in 2014.
I will focus especially on the connections between Bulgar musicians and the
Turkish musical scene in cultural, political and economic terms, and I will further
analyse the inﬂuence of Bulgar musicians on Turkish music in concrete performance contexts.

Gökçe Asena Altinbay-Çakir
The concept of “feeling” in terms of sustainability in traditional folk dances
“Feeling” (or sometimes “emotion”), which is a very ambiguous phenomenon
is the concept of the awakenings inside humans. Impulses are needed, in order
to transform these awakenings into actions. Music and dance studies, similar to
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all cultural studies, frequently become a performance of discussions about basic
phenomena such as “feeling”.
In this presentation the concept of “feeling” will be explored as acquired by a
dancer through external inﬂuences. It will ask how these acquisitions change in
an environmental context thus trying to make an assessment about dancers’ selffeelings. It will investigate those who practice traditional dance on stage, in order
to understand if the feeling whilst dancing is the same as with the dancer in the traditional context. Also in order to bring “feeling” to the centre of dance throughout
this oral presentation it will consider controversial issues such as “conservatory
education may not work because it cannot give a traditional feeling in essence”
and explore phenomena such as the hierarchy of needs and third existence.
The main purpose of this study is to attract attention to the signiﬁcance of the
concept of “feeling” within the sustainability of culture, in particular traditional
culture. This study will examine the social situation that motivates dancing and
initiates movements by transforming the impulses of the dancing people through
their perceptions. It will seek an answer to the question: “What is the place of the
concept of ‘feeling’ in the sustainability of traditional folk dances and how does
this relate to dances that are listed as intangible cultural heritage?”

Vesna Bajić Stojiljković
Stage folk dance in contemporary Serbian diaspora: The case from Slovenia
The contemporary Serbian community in Slovenia is very successful in preserving traditional values: language, music and dance. United in many cultural-artistic associations throughout the country, for more than twenty years, they make a
Serbian community sustainable and exist as a bearer of cultural diversity. They
organise many concerts and different cultural events, as well as participating in
many local, regional and national events in Slovenia and abroad. One of the main
characteristics of Serbian immigrants in Slovenia is their different backgrounds,
which is a consequence of their centuries-old settlements. Although the Serbs in
Slovenia, as the biggest minority, still do not have a formal status of a national
minority, they take part in multifaceted social and cultural interactions with the
indigenous population, presenting their traditional values, but also including local
people, as well as other ethnic groups in their activities, as equal members of their
associations. In these processes traditional music and dance in their stage presentation play a signiﬁcant and constructive role.
Since I have been involved more than a decade in working with Serbian associations and their folklore ensembles in Slovenia, where I am still part of it, I
recognized their extraordinary vitality. What are the features of Serbian ensembles
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in Slovenia and their stage presentation? What “techniques” do they choose to
present themselves? Growing production of folk dance choreographies is also the
result of the processes mentioned, which has an impact on the stage folk dance
production in the home country, too. In this paper I will put the focus on their stage
presentation, folk dance choreography, repertoire, system of education, and the
growing participation of ensembles in the “European festival of Serbian diaspora”
in the previous ten years.

Donna A. Buchanan
Belles of the Masquerade: Women and contemporary Bulgarian mumming
rites and festivals
The creative activities of musicians, artists, and ritual practitioners do not just portend impending social change, but are often also the engine and executor of its implementation. Based on ethnographic research conducted with musicians, instrument craftsmen, mummers, and folklore workers since 2010, this paper examines
the growing visibility of women and girls—as ritual participants, accompanying
musicians, bellmakers, festival administrators, heritage activists, and repositories
of cultural knowledge—in the historically male arena of the Bulgarian masquerade rites and games variously known as survakarstvo (in western Bulgaria) and
kukerstvo (in eastern Bulgaria). Speciﬁcally, I am interested in teasing out why,
particularly since 1989, female engagement with men’s mumming practices has
increased exponentially, how UNESCO and EU recognition of local mumming
festivals has impacted this development, and public reactions to the same, including how female mummers are represented in recent mass and social media.
Survakarki and kukerki are marshalling folkloric resources in ways that interrogate, illuminate, and transcend the conventional gender scripts of Bulgarian social
life, but not always with these intentions. While I hypothesize that their mumming
may signal a nascent feminization of masculine practices, they themselves relate
their activities to sustaining community, promoting regional identity, and fostering pride in their heritage, factors that appear to trump gender concerns while
simultaneously highlighting their centrality in contemporary identity politics.
My presentation will include my own ethnographic photographs, audio recordings, and video recordings, as well as music videos posted to YouTube or other
social media which I will download in advance.
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Kim Burton
To Stuttgart then I came: Epic and ethic in a translocal musical practice of
the Bosnian Posavina
Speaking of the provincial Balkans, the Yugoslav writer Radomir Konstantinović
supposed that, for its inhabitants, ‘there is no world beyond the world of the small
town […] If this world is of the small town, is not the small town also of – the
world?’ Konstantinović’s fundamentally pessimistic reading of the mentality of
provincial societies as conﬁned, deeply inhibited and ultimately self-destructive
was formed in the 1960s, on the verge of the mass economic migrations of guest
workers, and two decades before the war which, some believe, his writings foretold. Yet those who were to engage on the most fundamental and intimate level
with the industrialised world beyond their homelands, as workers, migrants, refugees and ultimately citizens, turned out to be the people of those very provincial
towns and villages.
This paper will examine how the Bosnian singer-songwriter Ante Bubalo, who
has himself enacted all the above roles, attempts in his work to negotiate the insecurities and tensions engendered by the conﬂict between the moral framework
instilled by a small-town origin, and its forced encounter with modernity. Bubalo
uses contemporary media to speak through a series of personae, employing contemporary transformations of an ‘archaic’ musical language, and combining linguistic and prosodic forms derived from the sung epic tradition with the patterns
of everyday speech in a symbolic appeal to a reimagined primal village, in order
to address the subjects of exile, masculine insecurity, family breakdown, and political corruption. By evoking a positive nostalgia for the ethical values of the
place of origin – Konstantinović’s ‘theatre of normativity’ – he provides his listeners with a point of moral stability in the ﬂux of the migrant experience.

Linda Cimardi
Folklore shaping the diaspora: Cultural associations from Bosnian Posavina
in Zagreb and Vienna
During the last century, Bosnian Posavina saw different streams of emigration,
the main ones taking place after the end of WWII and during and after the 1990s
war in Bosnia. This phenomenon caused an almost complete depopulation of the
Catholics in the originally ethnically heterogeneous Bosnian Posavina area. If a
great part of Posavljaci live today in Zagreb, the capital city of their “second
homeland” Croatia, several communities have settled in other European or extra28

European countries, determining the diaspora of Bosnian Posavina people. In this
situation, a great resource to preserve, foster and hand down to new generations
the cultural heritage of the zavičaj (native place) are cultural associations, which
usually comprise sections dedicated to folk music and dance.
This paper aims to compare the activities and performances of folk music and
dance amateur groups from Bosnian Posavina in Zagreb and Vienna to understand
some of the articulations taken by present diasporic processes, both as social interactions and as cultural actions. Based on my previous ﬁeldwork among associations in Zagreb and on new materials concerning the Austrian context, especially
focusing on the KUD “Bosanska Posavina Beč” (Vienna), I will address the modalities of folklore preservation, the repertoire involved, the instrumental and dancing
style and the venues for performances in Croatia and Austria. This comparison will
discuss the features common to both contexts, as well as the peculiarities that characterize the national context of migration, and in some instances the very KUDs.
The conclusions will highlight the existence of a shared Posavina community,
which lives not only in social media networking but also through meetings in native Bosnia, and the role of acting folklore today (mainly carrying on the same
model of folklore presentation which has developed in Croatia since the 1920s,
but also following new lively paths) in shaping the cultural dimension of diaspora.

Elsie Ivancich Dunin
Knighthood connections – Korčula and Sinj?
The “Festival of Knighthood Games” is the usual English translation for “Festival
viteških igara” used for the annual sword dance festival and other calendar sword
dance events on the island of Korčula. In any current literature in Croatian or
English, both the Moreška sword dance in Korčula town and Kumpanjija sword
dances on other island locations are associated with the term vitezi [translated into
knights, knighthood, chivalric heroic type warriors]. Several post-World War Two
encyclopaedia articles and Croatian dictionary deﬁnitions prepared by scholars refer to Moreška and Kumpanjija as “knightly games” or “knightly sword dances”.
However, in my own research of sword dances on Korčula island, the earliest written descriptions refer to moreškanti as performers of Moreška, and kumpanjoli as
performers of Kumpanjija, with no mention of vitezi (knights). This paper addresses
questions: At what point in time did sword dance groups on Korčula commonly use
the “knighthood” term? Is there any historic evidence of “knights” or “knighthood”
military organizations on the island of Korčula? Is there any comparative relationship with Sinj’s Alka, and their “viteški turnir” (knights’ tournament game) organized and performed by the Viteško alkarsko društvo [Society of Alka Knights]?
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Lampros Efthymiou
The Boules of Naoussa in northern Greece: A ritual of the Carnival, its
historic evolution in the 20th century and its role in the modern social and
cultural life of the city
The use of the mask is common in the theatre (tragedies, satyr plays and comedies)
in ancient Greece and is traced back to the worship of God Dionysus. Throughout
the following centuries, multiple sources and evidence also suggest that masks and
special disguises maintained their importance during ceremonies and rituals all
over the Greek territory. Several such rituals occur upon the Apokries (Carnival),
a period of time during which meat consumption is forbidden, also known as the
Pre-Lenten season for the Eastern Orthodox Church. These rituals are directly
connected to the worship of the God Dionysus.
One such custom, the Boules, takes place every year in Naoussa, north-western Greece, during the two weekends between the beginning of the Pre-Lenten
season and Holy Monday. The participants are exclusively young men dressed
in traditional costumes and masks called ‘The Face’. Most of them wear traditional men’s costumes and impersonate the ‘Janissaries’, while one man wears a
woman’s costume and impersonates ‘Boula’. The ‘Janissaries and Boules’ wander
around the streets of the city all day long dancing to the sounds of live music. All
the inhabitants of the city attend the custom. However, during the past few years,
thousands of visitors also ﬂock to Naoussa to watch the celebrations. This increase
in its popularity has paved the way for the evolution of Boules. In this paper an
attempt is made to examine the inﬂuence of new circumstances as well as the role
that this custom plays in the modern social and cultural functioning of the city and
the wider region.

Merve Eken-Küçükaksoy
A masquerade moved from Balkans to western Turkey: “Bocuk Night”
The term performance is used in many ﬁelds such as everyday life performances
which examine relationships between people and cultural performances which
includes rituals, ceremonies and festivals. Rituals have some signiﬁcant characteristics of performance however they are distinct from the other performance
types. Bell (1992) listed the genres of rituals such as “rites of passages, calendrical
rites, rules of exchange and communication, rites of afﬂiction, feasting, fasting
and festivals; and political rites”. They are collective memories encoded into actions. When the performances move to other places by way of migration, they are
affected by some myths, social rules, and changed.
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“Bocuk night” is a masquerade and old ritual arranged by people who migrated
from the Balkans to Thrace. It is called Bocuk in Edirne and Kolada in the Tekirdağ
area. This event is held on the coldest night of the year according to the old folk
calendar. According to narrations, an entity called bocuk karısı (bocuk woman),
bocuk anası (Bocuk mother) or bocuk dedesi (Bocuk grandfather) is awakened
and dressed as a human and wanders around that night and the whole of the house
is affected by it. To prevent the bad effect given by the Bocuk the woman cook
pumpkin at home and people wear masks and paint their faces. Although it was
only a home entertainment of the people in the old days, it has been reshaped into
a different kind of carnival activity for the past 12 years by combining it with the
entertainment activities of the municipality. People dress up in clothes, paint their
faces and wear masks to make fun during this fear-based night.
In this presentation, I will scrutinize the characteristics and cultural meanings
of “Bocuk night” in the old times and today based on ﬁeldwork in that area.

Peter Endendijk and Annemiek den Uijl
Migrating melodies
People, or a whole population, are migrating. This has happened in the past as
well in recent times. If so, they bring their music with them to their new living
places. But melodies can also “migrate” independently from the places and people
where they originated and travel over a long distance or spread over a larger region. This can be caused by various reasons; among others:
– (forced) migration of the people for political or economic reasons
– melodies brought by foreign occupiers to other regions
– melodies following trade routes
– spreading by modern media (radio, tv, records, cd’s, etc.)
– coincidences
Song texts can “migrate” with the melody, but they can also change if they have
reached their new destination. What was originally a historical ballad can change
into a love song in another setting.
Examples of migrating melodies, with the possible reasons, will be presented based on research of our collection. The presentation will include numerous
audio examples and the pictures of the source albums. The examples are from
commercially produced albums. A number of these albums are not produced for
“mass” consumption but by specialized labels which are devoted to ﬁeldwork and
archives, or concerts (UNESCO Series, Ocora, Maison des Cultures du Monde,
series based on the collection from ethnographic institutes).
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The collection is the result of ﬁfty ﬁve year of collecting. It contains now over
eight thousand albums (records, tapes, cd’s, etc.) of which around three quarter
has been digitized, administered in a data base program, resulting in over ninety
thousand tracks. There are also some own recordings included. They are directly
accessible and make instant access for listening and studying possibly. The number of albums dedicated to South Eastern Europe is about ﬁve thousand.

Oliver Gerlach
Para-liturgical dance in the southern Italy Balkan diaspora communities
and their impact on the mainstream culture of il Sud
During recent years linguistic diversity in the whole of Italy faced a serious decline. It has been neglected and dismissed as a certain minority culture, although
the term was once used to protect minorities. The reception of traditional dance in
Southern Italy is quite different, especially tarantella, after Ernesto De Martino’s
study about the end of the Salentine pizzica taranta (La terra del rimorso, 1961),
caused an urban folk fashion which celebrates itself as “Neo-Tarantismo” in mass
media events without showing any serious curiosity in the still existing rich diversity of rural dance traditions. The unknown fact is that Balkan minorities have
created the local traditions between Abruzzo and Sicily which are perceived today
as something which belongs to everyone (a majority or mainstream culture).
One of the ﬁrst things, I had to learn about my ﬁeld in Calabria and Lucania was
that certain religious processions are accompanied by dance and as a para-liturgical tradition it was untouchable for church authorities and ecclesiastical reforms.
It also forms the backbone of other rituals such as Carnival or the Vallje, a kind
of processional dance of Italo-Albanian communities which celebrate, in combination with multipart singing, legendary Albanian heroes such as Skanderbeg or
Constantine (a ﬁctional protagonist who stands for patriotic loyalty, even if the
home-country is far away). Although these rituals are often perceived as nonreligious, they are integrated in the annual cycle before the beginning and after
the end of Lent.
This contribution has just the modest aim to attract public curiosity and to
point at the fragility of rural traditions which urgently need an effective protection
against current processes of globalisation. Instead of nationalist concepts which
do exist, one must not forget that “national heritage” is always based on local
diversity.
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Ursula Hemetek
“Ex-Yu” – music in Austria: From unity to fragmentation?
Massive labour migration from the former Yugoslavia to Austria started as early
as 1966. In 1992 the war in former Yugoslavia brought more than 100,000 forced
migrants from Bosnia to Austria and ﬁnally the war in Kosovo resulted in several
thousand refugees. Most of these immigrants with different reasons for migration stayed in Austria and therefore people with immigration background from
the countries of the former Yugoslavia still are the largest group of immigrants.
Manifold is the musical impact on the Austrian music scene, just to mention one
phenomenon that is often called “Balkan-Boom”.
In migration- and minority-theories in ethnomusicology often the socio-political impact of the country of origin is a subject of discussion as being equally
important to that of the host society, for the identiﬁcation of individuals, also in
music making. I want to argue that in this migratory context – the immigrants
from the former Yugoslavia to Austria – the political developments, especially the
civil war, in the country of origin had a great impact on the immigrant society in
general. But how about the music and the individual musicians that provide the
music for these communities? Is the development parallel to the country of origin
or are there other mechanisms at work? I would like to look into details of music
making that enable a differentiated view.
This paper is based on research- and AV-documents in the Department of Folk
Music Research and Ethnomusicology at the University of Music and Performing
Arts Vienna. These cover the last 30 years and deal with different aspects of musical activities of Ex-Yu communities in Austria. Therefore a historical viewpoint
is included.

Daniela Ivanova-Nyberg
Bulgarian dance style(s) in migration: Fieldwork in Bulgaria and the United
States
This paper addresses various examples of Bulgarian dance performed by
Bulgarians in Bulgaria and by Bulgarians and non-Bulgarians in the United States.
The subject matter is style. What happens to Bulgarian dance when it is performed
by people of different ethnic origins and dance experiences? How shall we understand style? If style were a constant form, elements, qualities, and expression in
the art of an individual or a group (Schapiro 1962) and if it refers to a pervasive
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quality that persists though the content may change (in paraphrasing Fisher and
Fisher 1979:245), than how shall we deﬁne Bulgarian dance style?
To answer these questions, the paper ﬁrst deﬁnes the central features of Bulgarian
folk dance in its traditional, ensemble, and club forms. Second, it proposes that
these forms (all within the frame of Bulgarian dance), have developed their own
structures and styles. The analytical part, based on ﬁeldwork data, suggests that all
of these forms have migrated to the United States. There is a great variety, however, in terms of adoption of these forms, including Bulgarian teaching and learning styles, repertoire development and performances. One way to untangle this
complexity (comparing Bulgarian and non-Bulgarian performances, for example)
is to recognize that style may reside in differentiating things as small as (free variant) allokines or the kinemes (that make up the structure of a movement system
(Kaeppler 2001). And, yet, this is not the whole story. American respondents to this
researcher’s survey state that even non-Bulgarians can achieve “Bulgarian style.”
Migration is also associated metaphorically with motion, movement (dance),
performance in time and space: from rural to urban, from rehearsal hall to sports
clubs, from Bulgaria to the States (“on foot”), from Bulgaria to every corner of the
world by the web. All of these must be factored into the study of style.

Mojca Kovačič
Migrant music and identity processes in (cultural) political and social
perspective
Music of migrant communities is often addressed in terms of the ethnicity that
migrant musicians represent as a link to their ethnic background. This generalized
assumption permeates both the attitude of the majority society towards migrant
communities and individuals, as well as the cultural and political strategies that,
after all, inﬂuence the public presentation of migrant musicians.
In the paper I will show through selected cases of migrant musicians in
Slovenia how cultural policy, relations in society and individual factors inﬂuence
their musical expression. In my contribution I will derive from recent theoretical
approaches in the ﬁeld of music and migration. By a methodological approach of
focusing on individual narratives of migrant musicians, the risk of the essentialisation of music as the expression of collective identity will be overcome. Various
aspects of music will be taken into account: music in some cases represents a
strong link with the past and place, promotes ethnic identiﬁcation, arouses nostalgia, negotiates difference, promotes multiculturality in society, etc. On the other
hand, ethnic identity expression in migrant music is used as a »transcultural capital« (Meinhof and Triandafylidou 2006) that is essential for musicians’ survival
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and their integration in society. Sometimes their music goes beyond ethnic identity ties and addresses the future thus constituting the identity in a » new« country,
or it is just one out of many identities that create their musical everyday life?

Marko Kölbl
Sounding grief, performing gender: Laments in Burgenland, Croatia and
Herzegovina
The beginning of the 16th century was marked by a major migration from
Croatian-speaking areas to today’s region of Burgenland and neighbouring areas
– a migration that shaped the emergence of the Burgenland Croatian Minority,
the gradišćanski Hrvati. The minority’s language developed interdependently and
traditional cultural expressions, such as music and dance, were strongly inﬂuenced by neighbouring ethnicities. However, one genre seems barely affected by
transcultural inﬂuences: the ritual funeral lament.
The paper investigates possible linking lines between lament traditions within
the Burgenland-Croatian minority and the “old homeland”. Keeping a critical
stance to ethno-nationalist appropriation of “Croatianness”, the extension of areas
of research from the minority to the areas of their origin enables a broader discussion of local Croatian traditions of lament. In that regard this paper addresses
following key issues: laments’ musical features, their social function, their ties to
(symbolic) emotions, their psychological efﬁcacy in mourning and their spiritual
dimension. I further discuss the current situation of ritual lament in Burgenland,
Dalmatia and Herzegovina – considering a trend of decline of lament traditions
in a global context. Apparently, “modern” norms and forms of mourning are not
compatible with the image of laments as “backward”, recurring on the emotional
expressivity of this death ritual. Laments are usually carried out by women, as
ritual processing of grief generally bears a female connotation. I trace possible
reasons for this gendered-ness in addressing binary gender attributions within ritual religious practice and in pointing out, how ritual lamenting produces, conﬁrms
and mediates notions of gender. Here, gender speciﬁc forms and norms of mourning, gendered musical behaviour, and gender normativity intertwine.
The paper is based on original ﬁeldwork and archival material and features an
interdisciplinary approach between ethnomusicology and gender studies.
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Maja Krasin
The cultural transformations, changes and modern trends: The case of the
“European festival of Serbian diaspora”
In this paper I will focus on the mass public event the “European festival of
Serbian diaspora“. It was established in small town Sindelﬁngen in Germany by
leaders of some Serbian cultural-artistic associations who had the idea to create a
kind of competition event for all Serbian diaspora ensembles. This manifestation
could be seen through the prism of tempo as a phenomenon – tempo of modern
life, tempo of transformations of Serbian diaspora, tempo of organization of mass
spectacles, tempo of folk dance choreographies.
In this case, I will analyse how it reﬂects on stage folk dance in the Serbian
diaspora. Does it have an effect on the repertoire of the biggest occasion the
“European festival of Serbian diaspora” which has a history of more than twenty
years? What does it create and why are those choreographies chosen, or maybe
who does it elect? When the tradition transfers from homeland to diaspora, some
cultural transformations and changes are presented. The questions are, what is
transferred and why in that way? Furthermore, I question the public about this
manifestation, what kind of tradition they present and whether they like it. What
do they like to see on the stage? Do they feel proud during the days of the festivals
because they are Serbs from the diaspora?
In addition, I will try to explain how the public and dancers in the Serbian
diaspora feel and see the Serbian stage folk dance as a tradition. Does it live only
in the “European festival of Serbian diaspora”? What social moment is signiﬁcant
for their recognition?

Dilyana Kurdova
Virtual migration of folklore. The case of Sofka
My presentation discusses the “horo Sofka”, its recorded history and how it found
its way to Bulgarian recreational dance groups hailed as a traditional Bulgarian
horo. Migration of ethnic groups throughout the Balkans has been the means of
enriching cultures on the peninsula. The meeting point of generations, songs,
dances and music gives birth to our common Balkan legacy which does not necessarily abide by national borders. I use the term “virtual migration” as a means to
explain the migration and adoption of dances through the internet in general and
YouTube in particular. It is also the very process of how nationally neutral online
culture crosses into real-life cultural contexts such as recreational dance groups
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where people re-invent themselves through folklore. Thus a dance can easily be
claimed as “ours” and used – knowingly or not – as a tool for patriotism. However,
in the wake of growing nationalism, a simple dance might lead to discussions
ranging from simple exchange of ideas to a quarrel. When something is “ours”,
we inevitably consolidate around it taking pride in its beauty under the prism of
ownership. Such is the case of the “horo Sofka”. I observe the object of this study
both from an ethnochoreological and anthropological point of view. My research
uses data gathered during my own ﬁeldwork in Bulgaria and Greece but also includes online sources and interviews from several teachers of Balkan folklore. On
the basis of my research I conclude that there is no memory or written proof that a
horo under the name Sofka was danced within the nowadays borders of Bulgaria,
however it does look very similar to several horos from the Petrich region.

Belma Oğul Kurtişoğlu and Mahir Mak
Doms with their intermediary role in the cultural construction
What makes the Doms, a regional society of Gypsies, special is their dominant
role in the ecosystem with their contribution to the cultural construction of the
areas where they live, although they are physically excluded from the social lives
of the communities with which they interact. Music is the almost only domain in
which have the right to comment on something. The musical needs of the other
communities that Doms interact with are supplied by Doms. The music of the
Assyrians, Kurds and Arabs, particularly in the Mardin countryside, for special
occasions and entertainment, is produced by Doms. They make music mainly in
Kurdish language along with Turkish language. The best performers of Rebap/
Rıbap (Kemençe, kemança), which is a traditional Kurdish music instrument, are
Doms.
There are a few documentaries and other studies about their music with the
aim of archiving and promoting them, however their inﬂuence on different musical cultures is not revealed. This study based on ﬁeldwork in Mardin-Nusaybin
(Southeastern Turkey) between 2010–2017 includes speaking Dom language,
who still considers themselves as Dom, although they are endangered in an uneasy zone because of their identity. The Doms’ musical assets, ﬁelds of music
production, modes of production, attitude characteristics, linguistic means of production, other cultures in which they interacted, and the transformations will be
discussed in terms of the sustainability of their intermediary role in the cultural
construction in Mardin.
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Irena Miholić
From the Central America to Southeastern Europe: Mexican and Yu-Mex
music and its echoes in Croatian music today
The phenomenon of “Mexican music” can be traced from the 1950s in former
Yugoslavia. The crucial role was played by Mexican cinematography, and in the
former very popular Yugoslavian movie “Un dia de vida”. It is interesting that
those movies were popular among village as well as city populations, and the
songs were especially favoured. Most of the hits from the movies got also a match
(pandan) in Croatian and Serbian language, and a new “Mexican” style was very
much liked by a wide audience. Numerous records were made of originals, as
well as rewritten songs, and there is also a list of new songs made in a “Mex
style” or mariachi style. A wide range of very well-known and popular singers and
performers as well as newcomers made an attempt at this new genre. Comparing
the traditions of the original songs as well as the newly composed songs made by
the authors in Croatia and Serbia, I will try to ﬁnd possible explanations for this
musical phenomenon.
It seemed that the genre had been forgotten, but new interests in Mexican music, precisely mariachi music emerged with the Los Caballeros – mariachi band
from Zagreb who dedicated their work to playing “authentic Mexican music”.
With them, the interest for yu-mex also increased, as well as for the echoes it left
in other genres (there were some documentary movies made, and a CD box compilation “101 Mexicana”).
Detecting some crucial points or more precisely songs from the past I will
place them in a contemporary surrounding presenting work of some young musicians who still cherish the “mixed” tradition. By presenting some case studies of
performers but also fans of that music I will show the impact this “music migration” has had in their lives today.

Iva Niemčić
The role of Lyre in the Lastovo Carnival – case study
After several years of research into unique carnival events on the island of
Lastovo – lastovski poklad – with a special focus on dance and gender roles in
this traditional custom, for this conference I have decided to shift my focus to
a different aspect of the Lastovo Carnival. I will be looking into the centuries
old carnival tradition focusing on the lyre – the only instrument involved in the
multiday event. Along with male carnival participants pokladari and their circle
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dance, the pretty masks, Poklad the puppet, donkey, and uza (the rope), the lyre
is an indispensable part of the Lastovo Carnival. There is no Carnival without
the lyre. It is interesting that on Lastovo its sound can only be heard in the period
from Kandalora (Candlemas on 2 February) to Pepelnica (Ash Wednesday), that
is, only during the Lastovo Carnival. I will be speaking about lyre players and
makers, about their contribution to the preservation of customs, as well as the role
of the Lastovo Carnival in inspiring and motivating young lyre players to hone
and pass on their playing skills. Furthermore, I will be looking into the status of
the Lastovo Carnival as protected intangible cultural heritage inscribed into the
Register of Cultural Goods of the Republic of Croatia. Does stage performance of
the Lastovo Carnival contribute to the preservation of the carnival in its original
surroundings, its original incarnation? Or do these two carnivals (the original one
and the one performed on stage) exist in parallel, independently of each other?
And what is the role of the lyre and lyre players in each of them?

Mehmet Öcal Özbilgin
The effects of population exchange between the Balkan Peninsula and
Turkey on the traditional dances of İzmir
Diverse forms of dance and music can be seen in İzmir where the people of different ethnic identities live. When considered from the folk dances genre classiﬁcation aspect it is seen that different dance characters like ‘Sirto’, ‘Zeybek’,
‘Karşılama’, ‘Hora’ are danced actively in local environments. Due to the multicultural nature of İzmir, it has been observed that there are various common values
in these dance genres caused by social, political and economic interactions.
In this study, the traditional dance culture of the communities who migrated
from Izmir to Greece and the ones who migrated from the Balkan Peninsula to
İzmir as the result of Balkan War (1912) and the population exchange between
Greece and Turkey by Treaty of Lausanne (1923) will be analysed comparatively.
The socio-cultural perception of the İzmir traditional dances by the individual and
the society depending on the different environments will be examined.
Based on ﬁeld research conducted on immigrant communities in the Balkans
and Turkey between 2000 and 2008, I will try to identify the elements bearing
political and social messages using anthropological, historical and comparative
methods in traditional dance environments. The conclusions consist of limited
generalized information obtained from the samples of Turkish people from İzmir
living in Greece and Balkan immigrants living in İzmir.
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Gergana Panova-Tekath
Ambassadors and Emissaries: The very ﬁrst in the chain of propagators of
Bulgarian dances abroad
The paper will introduce the key ﬁgures responsible for the dissemination of
Bulgarian folk dances abroad, which will be examined in connection with the
models, deﬁned by the author in previous years.
A brief presentation of the State Ensemble for Folk Songs and Dances as a
prime representative of the “Soviet model” of “dancing the Bulgarian way” will
be made, referring to the ideas of Margarita Dikova and Cyril Djenev for the creation of a repertoire, which would become a never-to-be forgotten visiting card
of Bulgaria.
Particular attention will be devoted to the life-work of Yves Moreau, who is the
incontestable champion of the “American model” of the phenomenon. His teaching strategies and credits which have contributed to the fact that foreigners nowadays dance Bulgarian dances on all ﬁve Continents, will be thoroughly analysed.
As for the “Emigrants model” – we will compare the concepts of Constantine
Marinov in Chicago, Tanya Kostova in San Francisco and Nina Karadjikova in
Amsterdam.
The conclusions in the paper will thematise the capacity of “Dancing the
Bulgarian way” to operate in synchrony with heterogeneous policies and to assist
the identiﬁcation, adaptation and integration of dancing individuals in different
countries. Special attention will be allocated to the role of the personality of the
teacher, the choreographer and the leader as a cultural interpreter and emissary
in the process of introducing changes in the lives of the dancing individuals and
history.

Andreea Pascaru
Multipart Aromanian singing and the sudden rise from rural to urban
folklore
The long musical tradition of the (Farsharot) Aromanians or Rrameni (their ethnic
endonym) is still cultivated at numerous events throughout the region of South
Albanian and Northwest Greece. Though there is no transfer to the youngest generations or any revitalization initiative, young people respect and encourage the
music performance of their elder relatives, as considering it part of their ancestral
identity and their cultural belonging as in the case of Albanian polyphonic songs.
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Aromanian music is considered by most Aromanians and Albanians in Albanian
to be “shepherds music” with this associative character, the nomadic life of the
singer in the dangers of nature – a life style, which they had to give up during
communist regime.
A huge part of the Farsharot Aromanians from Albania that moved to the capital of Greece in the 1990s, is engaged in new professions, but still continues the
old traditions of their forefathers, among them the multipart singing (vocal polyphony). Their lives in the metropolitan “polykatoikia” (high apartment buildings) in Athens has little to do with the nomadic society they originate from – so
what does survival and maintenance of their music in the new surroundings mean
for them?
Text and melody have always been transmitted orally by both women and
men, no music scores are known until now and the singing canon has developed
a unique traditional repertoire, exposed to changes and to the creativity of its
performers and self-composers of the lyrics. Generally, the music is considered
to be celebrating the community or the members singing, by evoking their lamentations, sorrows and nostalgia, their experiences or remembering of historical
events; the fate of a young soldier or a missing person. In the last decades very
often the faith of those who left abroad is expressed through the so called “cantitsi
di ksenitiau” (songs for the emigrants) and is being evoked during events like engagements, weddings or baptisms where lyrics are less signiﬁcant and melody is
the determinant of the festive mood.
The paper will present examples of ﬁeld recordings from small rural communities in South Albania (“North Epirus”) and from the capital of Greece to which
they immigrated and will discuss the signiﬁcance of the old songs in Albanian
villages and the new urban life.

Carol Silverman
Migration, ritual, and gender: Music and dance among Kosovo Romani
refugees in Germany
In 1999, 100,000 Roma, representing over 2/3 of the Romani population, ﬂed
from Kosovo as a result of the Serbian/Albanian conﬂict during a brutal phase
of the Yugoslav war. These Muslim refugees sought permanent homes all across
Western Europe with limited success. In Germany 35,000 were registered in 2004,
but by 2013 only 6000 ofﬁcially remained due to deportations. Many of these
Roma were traumatized by their initial ﬂight and are being re-traumatized due to
surveillance, xenophobia, and fear of deportation. I argue that their weddings and
other elaborate ritual celebrations, with required live music and dance, serve to af41

fectively express and interpret their precarious cultural identity well as to invigorate diasporic kinship relationships. In these sites, the popular vocal genre talava,
with improvisatory texts, has become an artistic and economic emblem for Balkan
Roma, and famous artists have achieved star status. Through ﬁeldwork (2013–6)
with an extended family of Muslim Roma from Pristina, as well as with musicians who play for them, I discuss how cultural factors respond to varied political, economic, and psychological stresses. Recently, new waves of refugees from
Syria have altered the “relative” worth of older refugee claims, and the European
Commission declared Kosovo a “safe” country. To survive in Germany, Roma
community members are making selective choices about music, ritual, language,
and religion. For example, some women were key leaders during the refugee journey and remain the backbones of their families. Although women are obtaining
more education, their modesty and virginity remain bastions of “tradition,” and
are performatively displayed in ritual, music and dance.

Ivo Strahilov
Performing Romani identity through masquerade in postsocialist Bulgaria
The mask feast Surova is widespread in more than 50 villages within Pernik district, Southwest Bulgaria. In the postsocialist situation it has been valorised as a
symbol of the region and even of the state – in 2015 the tradition was inscribed on
the UNESCO Representative List, which comes to demonstrate that the masquerade is positioned very high on the nation-state imaginary.
In this context I examine Roma participation in the feast, as well the Roma
representations visible amongst mask characters. I follow L. Smith’s (2006)
understanding that all heritage is intangible as it is being socially constructed.
Furthermore, based on the theories of G. Ashworth and J. Tunbridge (1996) on the
immanent dissonance of heritage, I argue that the carnival in question is a place
where one can explore heritage contestation between different ethnic groups.
Therefore, as masquerade is taken by Bulgarians (in ethnic terms) as their possession, the “access” of Roma people to the same heritage is not always granted.
Going further, I wish to explore the recent eminence of a whole Romani group
demonstrating its ethnic nature and performing its own ethnic identity.
Based on ﬁeld research amongst the Romani community of the orthodox Erlii
in the town of Radomir I analyse the strategies used by them to challenge the
dominant discourse of the national majority and its heritage. From that perspective I hypothesize that Roma recognize the potential of masking, appropriate the
requirements set from above and adapt themselves to the situation, in order to
dialogize and negotiate the dominant concept of culture and redeﬁne it afterwards.
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Velika Stojkova Seraﬁmovska
From love song to song of conﬂict – contextual music migration
The paper will follow the path of one Macedonian lyrical song that travels through
the musical areas in Macedonia, Serbia and Bulgaria thus creating different contexts of adoption and appropriations often connected with the ethnic and national
identities. The song “Se zapali Shar Planina” (Shar Planina is on ﬁre) and its different versions that are present in the region, have lyrical content that emphasizes
the love of a mother toward her sons. Although originating from the northwest
Macedonian region of the Shar Planina Mountain, this song has migrated into the
neighbouring countries and gained a different identity, often provoking different
interpretations of its meaning. Following the war conﬂict in Macedonia in 2001
between the Macedonians and the Albanians, this song developed a different context that provoked even physical conﬂict between the Macedonians and Albanians
in 2015. The research of this case study reveals different processes of one song’s
natural migration in the past when there were no borders, until today when the
political borders create an intensive feeling of “my” opposed to “yours”, but also
processes when the usage of the song in the context of marking the identity provoke a violent context of labelling the song as a war song, or a song of conﬂict.
Using the method of observation, but also participation in different contextual
performances of this song, I will try to describe its path from lyrical, love context
to the song that is perceived as a provocation between different ethnic groups and
individuals. While trying to have an objective approach, one can notice that the
politics of building identities in different situations can label one folk song in an
extremely opposed context, but also switch contexts from a song that divides to a
song that unites.

Muzaffer Sümbül
Şaba ritual in Osmaniye region wedding ceremonies: Transformation from
the past to the future
Şaba is a practice of conventions and ceremonies in wedding parties in the
Osmaniye region of Turkey, and bears the features of a ritual. Rituals are important elements of social union and solidarity that unite the past to today and today
to the future, and the continuity of such rituals is important for the sustainable
development of heritage. Şaba is a ritual that has the properties of lyrics and actions and is classiﬁed as a transitional period ritual. The Şaba ritual forms part of
the wedding as dance and play. It is accompanied by two drums and two shrill
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pipes. Şaba’ş ritualistic dance is Çiftetelli, and its body movements with visual
and kinaesthetic features have expressions like a language.
This presentation aims to examine the Şaba ritual in terms of Osmaniye wedding party culture and its ritual properties. Using examples from ﬁeldwork research between 1993–2015, it analyses the standard actions in Şaba practice, from
the beginning to the end, and the connection between Şaba, music and dance practice. The data in this study will be drawn from participant observations and interviews. Previous publications and internet searches have also provided records of
several Şaba practices that will be compared.
This study seeks answers to several basic questions: What is Şaba? What are
the features of Şaba that makes it a ritual? What is the place of Şaba in Osmaniye
wedding conventions and ceremonies? What might be Şaba’s ethnochoreological
features. It will show how the will, attitude and behaviours of drum players, guests
and invited people who act Şaba changes the content of the practice of Şaba. This
way, different uniform actions and several symbols that bear the features of the
ritual will be examined. It will reveal the features that make the Şaba practice a
ritual and analyse the function of Çiftetelli dance in transitional period rituals as
the supplementary one for wealth and fertility symbols.

Ivanka Vlaeva
Masquerades, festivals and cultural politics in the Bulgarian context
Rituals which are connected with the ancient cult of animism and fertility have
passed through the ages and have survived until now in Bulgaria. Among them are
masquerades. Masquerade games in folk tradition have preserved their meanings
and symbols, but because of the changed circumstances where they have been
used, today these games are shown mainly in the festivals. Since the 1960s the
organized festival events more and more are the places where the folk heritage is
shown. The masquerade plays are also presented there. Modern life has an impact
on them. Thus, they have received different social and cultural functions. The festivals help the tradition to be continued according to the new context. This study
is about the masquerade games as part of the festivals in Bulgaria and their festivalisation. The aim is to discuss the life of these traditions in the Bulgarian context
from culturological and ethnomusicological points of view. Contemporary performances, their functions and relations to the cultural politics are among the issues
that will be researched. Music as part of the masquerade acts presented during the
festivals will also be analysed. Some chosen festival events will be in focus. The
changes and continuity of the masquerade games will be researched, too. Thus, I
will try to point out how and why this tradition is preserved and modernized.
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Jelka Vukobratović
Musicians’ economic everyday reality – cruder side of sustainability concept
Intended as a critique of UNESCO’s implementation of sustainability concepts,
Titon in his articles in 2009 World of Music expresses a very utopian view of music’s sustainability being possible only through participatory practices, mutually
and freely shared within a community, seeing professionalization as a negative
effect which allows music to appear “in presentational forms (…), with the valueadded mechanisms of commerce”, and he encourages “thinking of music as a
commodity” (Titon 2009b: 122). Successfully pointing to some of the problems of
Intangible Heritage Lists, Titon’s perception of music’s sustainability is however
a very romanticist one, understanding researched communities as undifferentiated
ones, ignoring the already-existing role of professional musicians and indirectly
writing against the rights of musicians to be professionals in their area.
If, as Titon claims, “sustaining music means sustaining people making music”
(Titon 2009a: 6), should we not think about the real-life needs of people striving
to sustain themselves as musicians? Deliberately going against the grain of the
symposium’s deﬁnition of sustainability, this paper will attempt to pose questions
on music as a form of labour and its economic sustainability. Some ethnomusicologists have already researched economic sustainability in traditional music,
envisioning this discourse as an opposition to Titon’s (see O’Brien Bernini 2015,
McKerrell 2018). The research that this paper draws insights from is based on
semi-professional and professional musicians of different generations and genres
in North-western Croatia and their societal and market-based ﬂexibility, survival
or ephemerality.
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